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ABSTRACT

A real photon has a ompli ated nature, whereby it may remain unresolved
or u tuate into a ve tor meson or a perturbative qq pair. This implies a
model for p events based on the presen e of three main event lasses: dire t,
VMD and anomalous. In
events, a natural generalization gives three-bythree ombinations of the nature of the two in oming photons, and thus six
distin t event lasses. The properties of these lasses are onstrained by
the hoi es already made, in the p model, of ut-o pro edures and other
aspe ts. The predi ted total
ross se tion is in agreement with data and
with a simple fa torized ansatz with a pomeron and a reggeon term. Event
properties undergo a logi al evolution from pp to p to events, with larger
harged multipli ity, more transverse energy ow and a higher jet rate in the
latter pro ess.

1.

Introdu tion

In this talk I report on work arried out in ollaboration with Gerhard S huler. Some
of it is already published [1, 2℄, or has previously appeared in workshop presentations
[3℄.
The study of physi s has a long history, and it is not our intention here to give
a omplete list of referen es. Many topi s have been overed by the ontributions to
re ent workshops [4℄. For the approa h we are going to take, one important line of
work is the subdivision of photon intera tions by the nature of the photon [5℄. Minijet
phenomenology has attra ted mu h attention in re ent years [6℄.
However, none of these approa hes attempts to give a omplete des ription of p
and ross se tions and event properties, but only on entrate on spe i topi s.
Here we will try to be more ambitious, and really provide all the ne essary aspe ts
in one single framework.
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One main area is still left out of our des ription: in all that follows, in oming
photons are assumed to be on the mass shell. Further issues need to be addressed
when photons are virtual. For reasons of larity, we also restri t ourselves to dis ussing
what happens in the ollision between two parti les of given momenta. The addition
of photon ux fa tors will ompli ate the pi ture, but not add anything fundamentally
new.
The reasons for a study of this kind are several. On the one hand, the nature of
the real photon is surprisingly omplex and still not yet fully understood. On the
other hand, the p ross se tion at HERA and the one at LEP 2 are very large
and therefore su h events provide a main sour e of ba kground to other pro esses.
However, at a meeting on multiparti le dynami s, the main reason would be that p
and events o ers the ultimate hallenge (heavy-ion physi s aside) of minimumbias physi s: sin e the photon has a hadroni omponent, all of hadroni physi s is
ontained in the ri h set of pro esses allowed in intera tions involving real photons.
2.

Event Classes

To rst approximation, the photon is a point-like parti le. However, quantum mehani ally, it may u tuate into a ( harged) fermion{antifermion pair. The u tuations $ qq are of spe ial interest to us, sin e su h u tuations an intera t strongly
and therefore turn out to be responsible for the major part of the p and total
ross se tions, as we shall see. On the other hand, the u tuations into a lepton
pair are uninteresting, sin e su h states do not undergo strong intera tions to leading
order, and therefore ontribute negligibly to total hadroni ross se tions. The leptoni u tuations are perturbatively al ulable, with an infrared ut-o provided by
the lepton mass itself. Not so for quark pairs, where low-virtuality u tuations enter
a domain of non-perturbative QCD physi s. It is therefore ustomary to split the
spe trum of u tuations into a low-virtuality and a high-virtuality part. The former
part an be approximated by a sum over low-mass ve tor-meson states, ustomarily
(but not ne essarily) restri ted to the lowest-lying ve tor multiplet. Phenomenologially, this Ve tor Meson Dominan e (VMD) ansatz turns out to be very su essful in
des ribing a host of data. The high-virtuality part, on the other hand, should be in
a perturbatively al ulable domain.
In total, the photon wave fun tion an then be written as
X
X
X
j i= j i+
jqqi +
(1)
V jV i +
` j` ` i
bare

bare

V =0 ;!;;J=

q=u;d;s; ;b

+

q

`=e;;

(negle ting the small ontribution from ). In general, the oeÆ ients i depend on
the s ale  used to probe the photon. Thus `  ( =2)(2=3) ln( =m` ). Introdu ing a ut-o parameter k to separate the low- and high-virtuality parts of the qq
u tuations, one similarly obtains  ( =2)2e ln( =k ). The VMD part orresponds to the range of qq u tuations below k and is thus -independent (assuming
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Figure 1: Contributions to hard p intera tions: a) VMD, b) dire t, and
) anomalous. Only the basi graphs are illustrated; additional partoni a tivity is allowed in all three pro esses. The presen e of spe tator jets has been
indi ated by dashed lines, while full lines show partons that (may) give rise to
high-p? jets.
 > k0 ).

In onventional notation V = 4 =fV , with fV =4 determined from data
to be 2.20 for  , 23.6 for !, 18.4
for  and 11.5 for J= [7℄. Finally,
is given
by unitarity:
 Z = 1 P V P P ` . In pra ti e,
is always lose
to unity. Usually the probing s ale  is taken to be the transverse momentum of a
2 ! 2 parton-level pro ess. Our tted value k  0:5 GeV (see below) then sets the
minimum transverse momentum of a perturbative bran hing ! qq.
The subdivision of the above photon wave fun tion orresponds to the existen e
of three main event lasses in p events, f. Fig. 1:
1. The VMD pro esses, where the photon turns into a ve tor meson before the
intera tion, and therefore all pro esses allowed in hadroni physi s may o ur.
This in ludes elasti and di ra tive s attering as well as low-p? and high-p?
non-di ra tive events.
2. The dire t pro esses, where a bare photon intera ts with a parton from the
proton.
3. The anomalous pro esses, where the photon perturbatively bran hes into a qq
pair, and one of these (or a daughter parton thereof) intera ts with a parton
from the proton.
All three pro esses are of O( ). However, in the dire t ontribution the photon
stru ture fun tion is of O(1) and the hard s attering matrix elements of O( ), while
the opposite holds for the VMD and the anomalous pro esses. As we already noted,
the ` ` u tuations are not interesting, and there is thus no lass asso iated with
them.
The above subdivision is not unique, or even the onventional one. More ommon
is to lump the jet produ tion pro esses of VMD and anomalous into a lass alled
resolved photons. The remaining `soft-VMD' lass is then de ned as not having any
jet produ tion at all, but only onsisting of low-p? events. We nd su h a subdivision
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ounterprodu tive, sin e it is then not possible to think of the VMD lass as being
a s aled-down version (by a fa tor V ) of ordinary hadroni pro esses | remember
that normal hadroni ollisions ontain jets part of the time.
In a omplete framework, there would be no sharp borders between the three
above lasses, but rather fairly smooth transition regions that interpolate between
the extreme behaviours. However, at our urrent level of understanding, we do not
know how to do this, and therefore push our ignoran e into parameters su h as the
k s ale and the fV =4 ouplings. From a pra ti al point of view, the sharp borders
on the parton level are smeared out by parton showers and hadronization. Any
Monte Carlo event sample intended to at h a border region would a tually onsist
of a mixture of the three extreme s enarios, and therefore indeed be intermediate.
Towards the end of the talk this issue is dis ussed further.
The di eren e between the three lasses is easily seen in terms of the beam jet
stru ture. The in oming proton always gives a beam jet ontaining the partons of the
proton that did not intera t. On the photon side, the dire t pro esses do not give a
beam jet at all, sin e all the energy of the photon is involved in the hard intera tion.
The VMD ones (leaving aside the elasti and di ra tive subpro esses for the moment)
give a beam remnant just like the proton, with a `primordial k?' smearing of typi ally
up to half a GeV. The anomalous pro esses give a beam remnant produ ed by the
! qq bran hing, with a transverse momentum going from k upwards. Thus the
transition from VMD to anomalous should be rather smooth.
A generalization of the above pi ture to events is obtained by noting that ea h
of the two in oming photons is des ribed by a wave fun tion of the type given in
eq. (1). In total, there are therefore three times three event lasses. By symmetry,
the `o -diagonal' ombinations appear pairwise, so the number of distin t lasses is
only six. These are, f. Fig. 2:
1. VMDVMD: both photons turn into hadrons, and the pro esses are therefore
the same as allowed in hadron{hadron ollisions.
2. VMDdire t: a bare photon intera ts with the partons of the VMD photon.
3. VMDanomalous: the anomalous photon perturbatively bran hes into a qq
pair, and one of these (or a daughter parton thereof) intera ts with a parton
from the VMD photon.
4. Dire tdire t: the two photons dire tly give a quark pair, ! qq. Also
lepton pair produ tion is allowed, ! ` ` , but will not be onsidered by us.
5. Dire tanomalous: the anomalous photon perturbatively bran hes into a qq
pair, and one of these (or a daughter parton thereof) dire tly intera ts with the
other photon.
6. Anomalousanomalous: both photons perturbatively bran h into qq pairs, and
subsequently one parton from ea h photon undergoes a hard intera tion.
The rst three lasses above are pretty mu h the same as the three lasses allowed in
p events, sin e the intera tions of a VMD photon and those of a proton are about
the same.
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Figure 2: Contributions to hard
intera tions: a) VMDVMD,
b) VMDdire t, ) VMDanomalous, d) dire tdire t, e) dire tanomalous,
and f) anomalousanomalous. Notation as in Fig. 1.
The main parton-level pro esses that o ur in the above lasses are:
 The `dire t' pro esses ! qq only o ur in lass 4.
 The `1-resolved' pro esses q ! qg and g ! qq o ur in lasses 2 and 5.
 The `2-resolved' pro esses qq0 ! qq0 (where q0 may also represent an antiquark),
qq ! q0 q0, qq ! gg, qg ! qg, gg ! qq and gg ! gg o ur in lasses 1, 3 and
6.
 Elasti , di ra tive and low-p? events o ur in lass 1.
The notation dire t, 1-resolved and 2-resolved is the onventional subdivision of
intera tions. The rest is then alled `soft-VMD'. As for the p ase, our subdivision
is an attempt to be more pre ise and internally onsistent than the onventional
lasses allow. One aspe t is that we really want to have a VMDVMD lass that is
nothing but a s aled-down opy of the   and other ve tor-meson pro esses, with a
onsistent transition between low-p? and high-p? events (see below). Another aspe t
is that, in a omplete des ription, the VMD and anomalous parts of the photon give
rise to di erent beam remnant stru tures, as dis ussed above, even when the hard
subpro ess itself may be the same.
A third aspe t is that our subdivision provides further onstraints; these, at least
in prin iple, make the model more predi tive. In parti ular, the parton distributions
0

0

of the photon are onstrained by the ansatz in eq. (1) to be given by
fa (x;  ) = fa ; (x;  ) + fa ; (x;  ) + fa ; (x;  ; k ) :
Here
fa ; (x;  ) = Z Æa Æ (1 x)
and
X
4 f V (x;  ) :
fa ; (x;  ) =
f a
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The anomalous part, nally, is fully al ulable perturbatively, given the boundary
ondition that the distributions should vanish for  = k . In prin iple, everything
is therefore given. In pra ti e, the ve tor-meson distributions are not known, and
so one is obliged to make further assumptions, su h as     ( +  )=2.
Sin e the  is rather short-lived, it is not impossible that it ould be somewhat
di erent from a , e.g. with fewer partons at small x. A further un ertainty exists
in the limit Q ! 0, where VMD distributions should vanish; we here use the same
approa h as introdu ed for the proton [1℄. Overall, a reasonable agreement is obtained
with existing deep inelasti s attering data without undue model dependen e. By
omparison, onventional distributions are de ned for resolved pro esses only:
fa ; (x;  ) = fa ; (x;  ) + fa ; (x;  ; k ) :
(5)
The resolved distributions are then assumed to be given in a ompletely free way, at
some input s ale, i.e. without any dire t relation with the ve tor-meson distributions.
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Cross Se tions

Total hadroni ross se tions show a hara teristi fall-o at low energies and a slow
rise at higher energies. This behaviour an be parametrized by the form
 AB (s) = X AB s + Y AB s 
(6)
for A + B ! X . The powers  and  are universal, with t values [8℄
  0:0808 ;
  0:4525 ;
(7)
while the oeÆ ients X AB and Y AB are pro ess-dependent. Equation (6) an be interpreted within Regge theory, where the rst term orresponds to pomeron ex hange
and gives the asymptoti rise of the ross se tion. Ultimately, this in rease violates
the Froissart{Martin bound [9℄;  should therefore be thought of as slowly de reasing
with energy (owing to multi-pomeron ex hange e e ts), although data at urrent energies are well tted by a onstant . The se ond term, the reggeon one, is mainly of
interest at low energies. For the purpose of our study we do not rely on the Regge
interpretation of eq. (6), but an merely onsider it as a onvenient parametrization.
tot

The VMD part of the p ross se tion should have a similar behaviour, but there
is no ompelling reason why the dire t and anomalous parts would have to. However,
empiri ally, the p data are well des ribed by
 (s)  67:7 s + 129 s  [b℄;
(8)
with s in GeV . (Cross-se tions are throughout given in mb for hadron{hadron intera tions, in b for {hadron ones and in nb for ones.) A tually, the above formula
is a predi tion [8℄ pre eding the HERA data [10℄.
If we take the Regge-theory ansatz seriously also for the photon, it is possible to
derive an expression for the total ross se tion
(9)
 (s)  211 s + 297 s  [nb℄:
This is based on the assumption that the pomeron and reggeon terms fa torize,
X AB = A B and Y AB = A B , so that X = (X ) =X and Y =
(Y ) =Y , with X  21:70 and Y  56:08. In hadroni ross se tions, fa torization seems valid for the pomeron term but not for the reggeon one, e.g. X = X
while Y  98:39  Y . An equally valid guess for Y would then be obtained by
Y = 2(Y ) =(Y + Y )  215. The un ertainty in Y only a e ts the low-energy
behaviour, and so is not riti al for us.
Note that fa torization is assumed to hold separately for the pomeron and the
reggeon terms, not for the total ross se tion itself. That is, the relation  =
( ) = is not exa t in this approa h, although numeri ally it is a very good
approximation.
Our eq. (9) above should be ompared with the time-honoured expression  =
240 + 270=W [11℄. This orresponds to a riti al pomeron,  = 0, as was ommonly
assumed in the early seventies, and an  = 0:5, but it is otherwise in the same spirit
as our formula. Also numeri ally the two losely agree at not too large energies.
One should remember that our expression (9) is here `derived' based on a simple
Regge-theory ansatz that has no real validity for the photon. Next we will pro eed
to study the ontributions of the individual event lasses. The onstraints that ome
from p physi s data then dire tly feed into onstraints on the ontribution from
these lasses and therefore on the total ross se tion. At the end of the day we
will therefore show that a ross se tion behaving roughly like eq. (9) should be a good
approximation. In doing so, the properties of the event lasses are also xed, to a
large extent.
Based on the subdivision into event lasses, the total p ross se tion may be
written as
 =
+ +
(10)
and the total one as
 =   +2  +2  +   +2  +  
: (11)
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Here we expli itly keep the fa tor of 2 for the o -diagonal terms, where the r^ole of
the two in oming photons may be inter hanged.
The V p ross se tions may be parametrized as

0
1 +
(12)
    !    +    13:63 s + 31:79 s  [mb℄;
2+
   + 
   10:01 s 1:51 s  [mb℄:
(13)
(The J= p ross se tion is taken to be about a tenth of the p one, with a large
amount of un ertainty; it is in luded in the omplete analysis but is negle ted in
our dis ussion here.) Again using fa torization for the pomeron and reggeon terms
separately, the total ross se tion for two ve tor mesons is
X V1 X V2  Y V1 Y V2 
 V1 V2 
s +
s :
(14)
X
Y
For a des ription of VMD events, a further subdivision into elasti (el), di ra tive
(sd and dd for single and double di ra tive) and non-di ra tive (nd) events is required.
Keeping only the simplest di ra tive topologies, one may write
 AB (s) =  AB (s) +  AB (s) +  AB (s) +  AB (s) +  AB (s) :
(15)
The elasti and di ra tive ross se tions for all required V p and V V pro esses have
been al ulated and parametrized in the ontext of our model presented in ref. [2℄.
The non-di ra tive ross-se tion is then given by whatever is left. The  may be
further subdivided into a low-p? and a high-p? lass. Sin e the 2 ! 2 parton{parton
s attering ross se tions are divergent in the limit p? ! 0, some further are is needed
for this lassi ation. We expe t the perturbative formulae to break down at small
p?, sin e an ex hanged gluon with a large transverse wavelength ?  1=p? annot
resolve the individual olour harges inside a hadron. The hadron being a net olour
singlet, the e e tive oupling should therefore vanish in this limit. A parameter
p? is introdu ed to des ribe the border down to whi h the perturbative expression
is assumed to be valid [1℄:
ln(E =200) [GeV℄ :
(16)
p? (s) = p? (s)  1:3 + 0:15
ln(900=200)
The jet rate above p? may still be large, in fa t even larger than the total  . It is
therefore ne essary to allow for the possibility of having several perturbative parton{
parton intera tions in one and the same event, i.e. to unitarize the jet emission
probability. We do this using the formalism of ref. [12℄.
The total VMD ross se tions are obtained as weighted sums of the allowed ve tormeson states,
X

= 4f V  53:4 s + 115 s  [b℄;
(17)
V
V
X 4
X
 V1 V2  131 s + 236 s  [nb℄:
(18)
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Figure 3: The total VMDVMD ross se tion, full urve, and its subdivision
by ve tor-meson ombination. The omponents are separated by dashed urves,
from bottom to top:   ,  !,  ,  J= , !!, !, !J= , , J= , and
J= J= . Some of the latter omponents are too small to be resolved in the
gure.
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In Fig. 3 we show the breakdown of   by ve tor-meson ombination. Obviously the   ombination dominates. The same kind of formulae as above also
apply for the subdivision into elasti , di ra tive and non-di ra tive events. This subdivision is shown in Fig. 4 for the sum of all meson ombinations, whi h then mainly
re e ts the   omposition.
Comparing eqs. (8) and (17), about 80% of the p total ross se tion is seen
to ome from the VMD term. The remaining 20% is to be attributed to the dire t
and anomalous omponents. At small energies the anomalous part is negligible, and
so the dependen e of the dire t ross se tion on k an be used to determine this
parameter. We obtain a value of k  0:5 GeV, whi h is onsistent with the simpleminded answer k  m =2, and also gives a reasonable fa ; (x;  ) [1℄. The anomalous
pro ess ontains two ut-o parameters, the k s ale for the photon to bran h to a
perturbative qq pair and a p? s ale for one of the anomalous-photon partons to
intera t in a hard pro ess. As a rst guess, one might hoose p? also to be given
by eq. (16). However, this turns out to give a ross se tion in reasing too rapidly.
Physi ally, it is understandable why hard pro esses should be more suppressed at
small p? in anomalous pro esses than in VMD ones: the anomalous photon orre0
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Figure 4: The total VMDVMD ross se tion, full urve, and its subdivision by
event topology. The omponents are separated by dashed urves, from bottom
to top: elasti , single di ra tive (split for the two sides by the dotted urve),
double di ra tive, and non-di ra tive (in luding jet events unitarized).
sponds to a qq pair of larger virtuality than a VMD one, and hen e of smaller spatial
extent. The best re ipe for in luding this physi s aspe t is not well understood. Remembering that the anomalous ross se tion is the produ t (or, more pre isely, the
onvolution) of the anomalous parton distributions and the hard partoni 2 ! 2
s attering ross se tions, one an, purely pragmati ally, imagine two extreme pro edures to weaken the too-strong rise of  : either redu e the partoni ross se tion
by in reasing p? , or de rease the values of the anomalous parton distributions by
hoosing a smaller value for the s ale , ompare eq. (2). Over the HERA energy
range, say 100 GeV  E  300 GeV, both hoi es
p? (s) = 1:5 + 0:0035 E [GeV℄
;  = p?
(19)
p?
p? (s) =
p? (s)
;  = r ; r  p? =k (20)
give sensible answers, whereof we will use (19) as our main option. The resulting
subdivision of the p total ross se tion is shown in Fig. 5. A further alternative will
be dis ussed in se tion 5.
Turning to the ross se tions, in prin iple all free parameters have now been
xed, and the ross se tion for ea h of the six event lasses an be obtained. The
VMDVMD one has already been dis ussed; the others are given as integrals of
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Figure 5: The total p ross se tion and its subdivision by event topology. Full
urve: the parametrization of eq. (8). The dashed urves, from bottom to top:
VMD, VMD+dire t and VMD+dire t+anomalous.
2 ! 2 s attering ross se tions above the respe tive p? ut-o s. When forming the
sum, eq. (11), it should be remembered that the rst three lasses are the dominant
ones. In fa t, sin e the dire t and anomalous omponents together give about 20% of
the p total ross se tion, the expe tation is that the last three lasses together would
only give a 4% ontribution to the total ross se tion. Apart from a relatively
large un ertainty in the anomalousanomalous omponent, this is also the way it
works out when doing the integrations. The rst three lasses, on the other hand,
are all related to the respe tive p lasses, with only a repla ement of a p by a V
(and an extra weight fa tor 4 =fV ). This makes the argumentation for eq. (9)
redible, in spite of the absense of a (well-de ned) oupling between a dire t photon
and a pomeron.
The  obtained by integration of the six omponents is ompared with eq. (9)
and experimental data in Fig. 6. As already dis ussed, the results of the integration
are un ertain by some amount, so within this band of un ertainty the agreement
with eq. (9) is very good. It is also readily seen that data are not (yet) pre ise
enough to provide any real onstraints, but are in generally good agreement with
both approa hes.
One an also ompare our  with the numbers obtained in various minijetbased approa hes [6℄. For E = 200 GeV, ross se tions in the range 1000{1800 nb
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Figure 6: The total ross se tion. Full urve: the parametrization of eq. (9).
Dashed urve: result from sum of integrations of the six omponents. Data points: open triangles PLUTO 1984, lled triangles PLUTO 1986, squares
TPC/2 1985, spades TPC/2 1991, ir les MD-1 1991, full square CELLO
1991 [13℄.
are typi ally obtained, but are redu ed to about 500 nb if unitarity is enfor ed, in
agreement with our results.
4.

Event Properties

The subdivision of the total p and ross se tions above, with the related hoi es
of ut-o parameters et ., spe i es the event omposition at the hard-s attering level.
For studies of the omplete event stru ture, it is ne essary to add models for initialand nal-state QCD radiation (parton showers), for beam remnants, and for fragmentation and se ondary de ays [1℄. A Monte Carlo generation of omplete hadroni
nal states is obtained with Pythia/Jetset [14℄. Thus any experimental quantity
an be studied. This se tion gives some representative examples. In parti ular, we
ompare the properties of pp, p and events. It should be noted that pp and pp
events are very similar forpthe quantities studied here. Unless otherwise spe i ed, the
gures refer to an E = s = 100 GeV. As we will show at the end of the se tion,
the qualitative features do not depend riti ally on this hoi e.
The total summed transverse energy per event is shown in Fig. 7. One observes
a steady progression, with hP E?i < hP E?i < hP E?i . This pattern, of more
m

pp

p

(1=N )dN =d(P E?) [GeV ℄
ev

ev

1

P

E? [GeV℄

Figure 7: The total transverse energy per event for di erent beams:
histogram; p: dashed one: and pp: dash-dotted one.

: full

dE?=dy [GeV℄

y

Figure 8: Transverse energy ow as a fun tion of rapidity for di erent beams:
: full histogram; p: dashed one; and pp: dash-dotted one.

a tivity for a than for a p, is seen in essentially all distributions. It is mainly related with the large a tivity expe ted for intera tions involving the Panomalous photon
omponent, be ause of the larger p? . The tail out to very large E? is dominated
by the dire t pro
esses, in part be ause of the absen e of stru ture fun tions. The
P
spike at small E? is due to elasti events, i.e. pp ! pp, p !  p, !   , or
the like. This spike is less pronoun ed for , due to three fa tors: the VMDVMD
omponent is only a part of the ross se tion, elasti s attering is a smaller fra tion
of the total   ross se tion than it is for pp, and kineti energy in the  !  
de ays add to the total transverse energy.
The E? ow as a fun tion of rapidity, dE?=dy, is given in Fig. 8. It illustrates how
p interpolates between pp and : around the dire tion of the in oming photon, the
p events look like the ones, while they look more like pp ones in the opposite
dire tion, with an intermediate behaviour in the entral region.
ThePharged-multipli ity distributions follow essentially the same pattern as shown
for the E? ones in Figs. 7 and 8, and are therefore not in luded here. There is one
noteworthy ex eption, however: the dire tdire t omponent does not have a tail
out to large multipli ities. That is, even if the pro ess ! qq an generate large
p? values, the absen e of any beam jets keeps the multipli ity down.
The transverse momentum spe trum of harged parti les is shown in Fig. 9. The
larger high-p? tail of the pro esses is one of the simplest observables to experimentally establish di eren es between pp, p and . Of ourse, the ause of the
di eren es is to be sought in the higher jet rates asso iated with photon intera tions.
The jet spe tra are ompared in Fig. 10, using a simpleq one algorithm where a minimum E? of 5 GeV is required inside a one of R = () + () < 1. Already
for an E? of 5 GeV there are about ten times as many jets in as in pp, and this
ratio then in reases with in reasing E? .
To illustrate the energy dependen e of these distributions, Figs. 11 and 12 give
the dE?=dy ow for .m. energies of 25 and 400 GeV, respe tively. These an be
ompared with the result for 100 GeV in Fig. 8. Qualitatively, the same pattern is
seen at all three energies, although relative di eren es tend to be somewhat redu ed
at larger energies. This is also true for other observables, su h as jet rates. One reason
is that the possibility of multiple parton{parton intera tions in the VMD omponent
pushes up the a tivity in those events at larger energies, and thus brings them loser
to the anomalous lass. The importan e of the dire t lass, on the other hand, is
redu ed at large energies. Further, at large energies, jet produ tion is dominantly
initiated by small-x in oming partons, where the VMD and anomalous distributions
are more similar than at large x (although still di erent).
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5.

The VMD/Dire t/Anomalous Interfa e

In the p des ription, the VMD, dire t and anomalous lasses have so far been onsidered separately. The omplete physi s pi ture presumably would provide smooth

dn =dp? [GeV ℄
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p? [GeV℄

Figure 9: Charged parti le in lusive p? spe tra for di erent beams:
histogram; p: dashed one; and pp: dash-dotted one.

: full

dN =dE? [GeV ℄
jet

jet

1

E?jet [GeV℄

Figure 10: Jet rate as fun tion of the transverse jet energy for di erent beams:
: full histogram; p: dashed one; and pp: dash-dotted one.

dE?=dy [GeV℄

y

Figure 11: Transverse energy ow for E = 25 GeV as a fun tion of rapidity
for di erent beams: : full histogram; p: dashed one; and pp: dash-dotted
one.
dE?=dy [GeV℄
m

y

Figure 12: Transverse energy ow for E = 400 GeV as a fun tion of rapidity.
Notation as in Fig. 11.
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Figure 13: (a) S hemati graph for a hard p pro ess, illustrating the on ept
of two di erent s ales. (b) The allowed phase spa e for this pro ess, with the
subdivision into event lasses.
transitions between the various possibilities. We are in the pro ess of studying this
aspe t, and present here a few preliminary results. On e p is understood, the extension of these ideas to should be straightforward.
Consider the simple graph of Fig. 13a. There are two transverse momentum s ales,
k? and p?. Here k? is related to the ! qq vertex while p? is the hardest QCD
2 ! 2 subpro ess of the ladder between the photon and the proton. (Further softer
ladders are omitted for larity.) The allowed phase spa e an then onveniently be
represented by a two-dimensional plane, Fig. 13b. The region k? < k orresponds
to a small transverse momentum at the ! qq vertex, and thus to VMD pro esses.
For k? > k , the events are split along the diagonal k? = p?. If k? > p?, the hard
2 ! 2 pro ess of Fig. 13a is g ! qq, and the lower part of the graph is part of the
leading log QCD evolution of the gluon distribution inside the proton. These events
are dire t ones. If p? > k?, on the other hand, the hard pro ess is qq0 ! qq0 , and
the ! qq vertex builds up the quark distribution inside a photon. These events are
thus anomalous ones.
In the region of large k? values the perturbative language is well de ned, and no
problems should arise. As smaller and smaller k?'s are onsidered, however, one ould
expe t event properties that are intermediate to those of VMD. In parti ular, multiple parton{parton intera tions ould be possible, and this would a e t the relation
between al ulated jet ross se tions and the total event ross se tion. Previously we
had to introdu e a large p? s ale to solve the problem of too large an anomalous
0

0

anom
min

ross se tion, whi h means we left an unpopulated hole in the middle of Fig. 13b (indi ated by a question mark). The hope is that multiple intera tions would provide a
natural resolution of this problem, in the sense that most anomalous events have one
hard s attering above p? , while the anomalous region with p? < p? does not
signi antly ontribute new events but rather further intera tions inside the events
above.
To study the issue, it is onvenient to use the eikonal formalism. The inelasti p
ross se tion an then be written as (see e.g. [15℄)
Z
n
o
X 4
d b 1 exp( 2V (s; b))
 (s) =  (s) +
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(21)

:

p

Here a is used to notate an anomalous qq state of the photon, hara terized by the
q avour and the k? value. The prefa tors 4 and ( =2) 2e dk?=k? give the
probabilities to nd a given ve tor meson or anomalous state in the photon. The
ve tor-meson ontribution ould alternatively also be written as an integral over an
e e tive k? range; duality between the perturbative rate, ! uu; dd, and the nonperturbative one, !  ; ! , is ful lled if k? =k?  4. For illustrative purposes
we use k  m =2  0:35 GeV below as a typi al k? s ale of ve tor-meson produ tion,
so that a reasonable range ould be from k? = 0:15 GeV to k? = 0:6 GeV.
The subsequent integrals over the impa t parameter b spa e in eq. (21) give the
ross se tion of a spe i state. For simpli ity, the eikonals  are assumed to fa torize:
h
i
2i (s; b) = i (s) + i (s) Ai (b) i = V; a :
(22)
Assuming Gaussian wave fun tions, the overlap fun tion A(b) be omes
!
Z
e b02 = r2 e b b0 =2rp
1
b
i
0
A (b) = d b
i = V; a :
2ri
2r = 2(ri + r ) exp 2(ri + r )
(23)
=
We pi k r = r = 1:2 mb and for anomalous states ra = r k=k?, i.e. a size
inversely proportional to the virtuality of the state.
The  term in the eikonal is obtained by expli it integration of the hard sattering matrix elements above the p? s ale, where now the same ut-o is used
for the anomalous as for the VMD omponent. The region below p? is asso iated
with the  term. Sin e perturbation theory annot be used here, some edu ated
guess has to be made, e.g. based on the desire to obtain a sensible total ross se tion
at small energies, where the hard ross se tion is negligible. We have hosen
!
k
?
(24)
 (s) = (30 mb) 1
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For the VMD omponents, this is about 30 mb. The soft term is redu ed as anomalous
omponents of larger k? are onsidered, sin e the soft region is ut o from below by
p? > k? (see Fig. 13b), so that  = 0 for k? > p? in our approa h.
The result is shown in Fig. 14a, as a fun tion of k?. Note that the e e ts of
eikonalization de rease with in reasing k?, as the input hard ross se tion is redu ed.
By using a logarithmi s ale in k? to take into a ount the basi dk?=k? probability
distribution in k?, and using a range k? =k?  4 for the VMD omponent, the
areas underneath the urves dire tly give the relevant total Pross se tions. (To obtain
 , everything is to be multipled by the prefa tor ( =2 ) 2e ). Sin e the k s ale
in prin iple is a free parameter, we have ontinued all anomalous and dire t urves
to k = 0:4 GeV, although the preferred value is more in the range 0.5{0.6 GeV.
The mat hing of the VMD and anomalous jet ross se tions for k?  0:4 GeV is a
non-trivial feature, indi ating that a perturbative bran hing ! qq at this s ale,
when onsequently evolved to the region above p? , is qualitatively not so di erent
from standard parton distributions in the pion (this is on rmed by inspe tion). It
is thus partly related to the issue of dynami ally generated parton distributions [16℄.
The dire t ross se tion is also shown di erentially in k?; it should be noted that this
ross se tion is dampened at small k? by the requirement that the proton stru ture
fun tions vanish in the limit Q ! 0 [1℄.
In GVMD approa hes, it is often assumed that the eikonalized
ross se tion vanR
ishes as 1=k?. Then the integrated ross se tion behaves like k02 1=k? dk?=k? = 1=k ,
i.e. is ni ely onvergent. Therefore, in Fig. 14b, the results are shown when multiplied by k?=k , so that GVMD orresponds to at urves. We see that the GVMD
hypothesis does not work perfe tly in our approa h: at low k? values the fall-o is
not as steep as 1=k?, while it is even steeper at large k?. The onvergen e is therefore
assured.
The results of Fig. 14 are for a .m. energy of 200 GeV. If the energy is in reased
the numeri s is hanged, with eikonalization playing an even more important r^ole in
redu ing the impa t of the rapidly rising jet ross se tion on the total ross se tion
(both in the VMD and in the anomalous se tor). The qualitative features remain
un hanged, however. The on ept of a smooth transition between the VMD and
anomalous event lasses is therefore assured.
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6.

Summary

In this talk I have presented an ansatz for the photon wave fun tion. This is used
as the starting point for onstru ting a model for p and events. Essentially all
free parameters are xed by (low-energy) p phenomenology. Sin e, in this S huler{
Sjostrand model, we start out with a more detailed subdivision of the p total ross
se tion than has onventionally been done in the past, our model also ontains
a ri her spe trum of possible pro esses. We distinguish three main event lasses in
p and six in , but most of these ontain further subdivisions. The aim is that

 [mb℄
(a)

k? [GeV℄

(k?=k )  [mb℄
2

2

(b)

k? [GeV℄

Figure 14: Cross se tions as a fun tion of the k? s ale of the ! qq bran hing.
Dashed urves give jet ross se tions, dash-dotted jet plus soft ross se tions
uneikonalized, full ditto after eikonalization and dotted dire t ross se tions.
In (b), ross se tions have been multiplied by the fa tor k?=k to ease omparison with the GVMD hypothesis.
2

2

this approa h should allow predi tions for a broader range of observables than is
addressed in onventional models. For instan e, although not dis ussed in detail
here, our approa h does orrelate the hard-jet physi s in the entral rapidity region
with the stru ture of the beam remnants.
This does not mean that all results are ompli ated. We have shown that the
simple Regge-theory expression  (s)  211 s : + 297 s : [nb℄ omes very lose
to what is obtained in our full analysis. We therefore expe t this expression to be
good to better than 10% from a few GeV onwards, at least to the top energies
that ould be addressed with the next generation of linear e e olliders. Also global
event properties show a very simple pattern, with more a tivity (transverse energy,
multipli ity, jets, ...) in p events than in pp ones, and still more in ones. This
is perhaps ontrary to the nave image of a ` lean' point-like photon. The p events
show their intermediate status by having a photon (proton) hemisphere that looks
mu h like (pp) events, with a smooth interpolation in the middle.
Not all problems have been solved. In parti ular, the nature of the anomalous
omponent of the photon is still not well understood. We have tried to sket h how
a ontinuous transition ould o ur from a VMD-like to a purely perturbative state
as the virtuality of the ! qq vertex is in reased, but this approa h is not yet fully
developed. Further, we also have to devise tests that ould allow us to distinguish
between alternative des riptions. It should also be noted that all the dis ussions so far
have been on in oming real photons; the transition to the deeply-inelasti -s attering
region has not been addressed. Finally, more problems may well rop up on e our
model is ompared with observations. Therefore further data from HERA, TRISTAN,
LEP 1 and 2, and future linear e e olliders will have mu h to tea h us.
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